
STEP OUT ON FAITHDAY 1
Isn't it interesting that going deeper with God

requires faith to face your fears? Imagine

staring fear in the face and God is right

behind that door that we're afraid to pursue.

Fear has the ability to stifle our growth, and

often reminds us why we feel we cannot

launch out. Fear tries it's best to make you

erase the power of faith from your mind!

 

When we allow fear to be greater than our

faith, it leads to one outcome — stangnancy.

We begin to focus on the past and not on the

future. It ultimately makes us shortsighted and

makes us rely on ourselves and not fully on

God.
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STEP OUT ON FAITH

When you see a window of hope or an

opportunity to change, there's always an

internal conflict that tells you "you're fine"...

"what will people think if you are wrong or

fail"... "who are you to think you can

do/achieve that?".

 

My resolve has been I'd rather fall forward

into faith than to fall backwards into fear!

Having faith always requires us taking a step

closer to God! It may be scary but that step

is the safest step you could ever take!
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STEP OUT ON FAITH

 

Today, ask yourself, "What fears are standing

in the way of my faith. What has caused me

to be comfortable with my current position?"

 

Write down the fears hindering you and then

write down an action of faith that will help

you overcome that specific obstacle.

 

Read: Mark 10:46-52 - Bartimaeus received

his sight because he pushed past fear of

opinions and what others would say! He

didn't care what others thought! Stepping

out on faith helped him receive his sight! This

could be you too! Step out on faith! Don't be

afraid!
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